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 · 

May 15th, 2021
.
Good Saturday Morning,
May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always in our 
Minds, on our Lips, and in our Hearts.
.
.
.
Index Number 888:
.
.
.
“Brown Eyed Women-Grateful Dead (Europe '72)”
by/under TheAwesomeStation123 
https://youtu.be/4PekdeINQco
.
.
.
.
I once was very interested in this topic as an older boy and young 
man, the experiments, case studies, .., in Reflection of my [and all our] 
Human internal State, and laid the groundwork from which I was able 
to Model and Discovery of the Multiverse and Holy [Simulation, 
multiLevel Dreaming Realities, deConstruction and Mirroring of Self, 
...] 
.
This should be exciting, the start is good already!, ..
.
“A Brain Divided | Iain McGilchrist - Jordan B Peterson Podcast - S4 
E21”
by Jordan B Peterson 
https://youtu.be/0Zld-MX11lA
[ added 12 aug 2022; ..
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../A%20Brain%20Divided%20Iain...
[ https://www.dropbox .com/s/11l42bgffnm0hnt
/A%20Brain%20Divided%20Iain%20McGilchrist%20Jordan%20B%20P
eterson%20Podcast%20-%20S4%20E21.mp4]
.
Time | Subject
[2:00] Jordan asks Iain to outline his concept of attention that he 
outlines in his forthcoming book The Matter of Things
.
[14:30] Creating the world through attention. Examining studies done 
to understand what we would miss without the right hemisphere of 
our brain. Contrasting the known differences of the two brain 
hemispheres
.
[24:00] Discussion of the function of categories and the distinction we 
make that pull things out of those categories
.
[33:30] What holes, in reality, are your values or belief structures filling 
in enabling you to function in the world. looking at the importance of 
looking at things as a whole instead of a part of the whole.
.
[36:30] Iain talks about paradoxes in the lens of his new book and 
examines them. Iain denotes the importance of understanding the 
significance of the left or right hemisphere when looking at ideas, 
structures, or projects that have contributed to society.
.
[43:08] Jordan creates an analogy of tiers of resolution when we are 
living our lives and performing tasks. McGilchrist outlines his analogy 
of task attention the two hemispheres as a stage with a spotlight, the 
highlighted portion is the action of the left hemisphere while the 
whole stage is the collective consciousness of the right hemisphere.
.
[54:50] Important schools of thought that improve culture, Science, 
Reason, Intuition, and Imagination. Unpacking the idea of ontological 
primaries related to consciousness
.
[1:05:35] Iain recounts the public reaction to The Master and His 
Emissary
.
[1:07:30] Iain and Jordan debate about the nature of implicit values 
and the idea of God, or what we use the word God to describe
.
[1:15:00] The failing of the left hemisphere vision of the world 
according to McGilchrist
.
[1:20:00] debating the value of industrial rationalists that ignore the 
co-creation relationship of the divine
.
[1:23:30] Iain's drive to write his books, the disconnect he sees with 
the rational, scientific construction of society leading to more 
unhappy people as society "improves" Iain's three things all humans 
need to be happy are to feel socially connected, being in the presence 
of nature, and being part of a religious community.
.
[1:29:30] Discussing the need for science to be embedded in a larger 
value structure and not simply rational and removed from right brain 
thinking
.
[1:34:30] revisiting the co-creation idea of the cosmos, Iain relates his 
closing argument that science needs to bring back imagination and 
intuition as important aspects of exploration beyond the strictly 
rational.]
.
I hope he discusses Octopuses aspects .. and would be very surprised, 
and Pleased.
.
I remember the first time I saw that a large lawn of grass [and then in 
all sizes of lawns] had different colors of green grass, as well as their 
patches and patterns within the Whole – and I was older then you 
might think.
.
.
.
.
Diana is a good example of a someone who 'Serve and Love God and 
Man' in their work and life.
.
By Serving Truth, Justice, Order she does this, regardless what – if any 
– religion she follows.
.
(Another example are women and mothers who coordinate with 
[husbands,] Fathers, Church [Mosque, Synagogue, Temple, ..] to act 
towards and raise children with Virtue, Fear and Awe of God, to 
support community, Church, Nation, and God.)
.
A lot of really good points and perspectives in this discussion.
.
Jon Kay is ignorant about some things – for one, the active 
dePlatforming and collusion of Payment Processors, some will remove 
your account for something you said or did in real-life, like protesting 
unrestricted and illegal immigration – where Banks, Uber, hotels, and 
others refuse to serve you from that point on, ..
.
“Jon Kay: On Power and Social Justice”
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by Diana Davison 
https://youtu.be/TKDxBJ1-JLQ
.
.
Forced to say absurd things, reminds me of this good short video 
about related to this, ..
“Why not just shut up”,by johntheother,
https://youtu.be/0tA86cbD7NY?t=200
.
.
Make a man unJustly attacked by vile viscous twisted cnts at every 
turn using the Witch-Whisper-Web now expanded through Witch 
family corpDragons and their Captured Governments, why would he 
not be relieved at the death of every person from the group that does 
that and all those that actively support it, or lie to you from crib about 
it?
.
Why not Cheer in relief and joy when those Things – mothers, aunts, 
grandmothers, sisters, female teachers, medical, administrators, law-
makers, .. and maybe any and every baby-murdering vile child-taking 
vicious older woman Gone Away, ..
.
.. to push that no child, man, or decent women should be forced to 
breath the same air as such Female-Evil Poisoning horrors and their 
vile soul-mutilated dog-males, their children, .. until they Repent?
.
.
.
.
'Oh! Fascist Caaaanadaaaa' – new lyrics on their National Anthem, ..
.
“Canada PROHIBITS Protests & Other Media Corruption - Oh Canada! 
Viva on the Street!”
by Viva Frei 
https://youtu.be/B4wGxngVr_8
https://www.bitchute.com/video/B4wGxngVr_8
.
.
.
.
Wrong races, Vincent! – The law applies only to white men – they are 
not allowed to do a 'Citizen's Arrest' of black men, clearly. If those 
evil-Zionist Witches could, they would not allow police .. now all they 
can do is destroy the lives of the police men who do their jobs – those 
evil Powerful minions of Satan, ..
.
“Brian Kemp BANS Citizen's Arrest in Georgia After Whining About 
'Jogger' Ahmaud Arbery”
by The Red Elephants - Vincent James 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/j46ymZ6ekRWT
.
.
So that all decent [white] men who protect and defend others and 
property may be punished, to remove the good and best of us – as 
they have been actively doing most my adult life, Howling vile vicious 
slimy putrid #MaleHating women – those who are really in power - 
want this, clearly.
.
Like they come out of their cars to verbal abuse (and join in with the 
police) that white man in Texas who was arguing about being blocked 
in traffic, by a bunch of Witch-Spawned and twisted [white] 
#MaleHating retard cnts.
.
Hyper-empowered evil-Zionist With twisted lying, Parental Frauding, 
False Accusing and False Witnessing, baby-murdering, men [taxpayer] 
enslaving, family and fatherhood, children twisting, .. horrors!
.
Modern Western Womanhood - each generation with more demonic 
and evil then the last.
.
Our Female-Evil Poisoned and Poisoning womanhood .. how long 
until an 'attractive women' to you will mean piles of older women 
corpses on sides our road, or otherwise Gone away, full public 
#SexSegregation, around us, our loved, neighbors, children –  world-
wide?
.
Similar could be said about their soul-mutilated dog-male adult 
children, but I know from personal experience - they usually are easily 
fixed and self-motivate towards truth, justice, order, .. once they are 
Freed from those that enslaved and evil-Blinded, and accepts they 
have been actively lied-to by every woman, mother, aunts, 
grandmothers, .., teachers, .. they trusted and thought cared for them 
– they siding with Satan to send us to Hell, while they Profit and 
laughed at our unending suffering, targeted abuse, failures, .., 
suicides, death, and Damnations.
.
They realize and accept [modern Western] Womanhood can not really 
Love - in a Meaningful way (lying, manipulating and destroying own 
children, lovers, husbands,..), that they are generally inHuman 
virtueless #MaleHating horrors and for most us and world – better 
they Gone away from us and our loved, and Never be give 
unMonitored and unScrutinized power.
.
.
.
.
Evil-Zionist Witches expanding ugly needless suffering, the death of 
Souls and Joy, ..
.
“The Uglification of the World”
by Paul Joseph Watson 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/h-Swc9Iu0AM
.
.
.
.
May God have Mercy on us all.
.
.
.
.
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